Annual INC Young Researchers Meeting 2014 - La Cristalera

The Young Researchers Meeting is dedicated to those PhD students and young doctors whose research work has been or is being performed at the Institute Nicolás Cabrera.

Sessions: Oral & Poster
When: 19th december 2014
Where: Cristalera Residence, Miraflores de la Sierra, Madrid, Spain
Location Map
For further details please contact Alfredo Levy Yeyati.

TNT 2014 Barcelona - Spain

The 15th edition of Trends in Nanotechnology International Conference (TNT2014) is being launched following the overwhelming success of earlier Nanotechnology Conferences. The TNT2014 edition will take place in Barcelona (Spain).

This high-level scientific meeting series aims to present a broad range of current research in Nanoscience and Nanotechnology as well as related policies (European Commission, etc.) or other kind of initiatives (iNANO, nanoGUNE, MANA, GDR-I, etc.). TNT events have demonstrated that they are particularly effective in transmitting information and establishing contacts among workers in this field. The TNT2014 structure will keep the fundamental features of the previous editions, providing a unique opportunity for broad interaction.
The 14th edition of Trends in Nanotechnology International Conference (TNT2013) is being launched following the overwhelming success of earlier Nanotechnology Conferences. The TNT2013 edition will take place in the Hotel Silken Al-Andalus Palace, Seville (Spain).

This high-level scientific meeting series aims to present a broad range of current research in Nanoscience and Nanotechnology as well as related policies (European Commission, etc.) or other kind of initiatives (iNANO, nanoGUNE, MANA, GDR-I, etc.). TNT events have demonstrated that they are particularly effective in transmitting information and establishing contacts among workers in this field. The TNT2013 structure will keep the fundamental features of the previous editions, providing a unique opportunity for broad interaction. For more information please visit TNT website.